
 

Proposition Consider any automaton 1 59 go D
and a set If such that CD Cii

Then

Recall Post S

Post S S R o

Post Post't S R o

Post o is monotonic

Proof

Base

Remark 1 IF we can find an I EG Satisfying
i and Cii and IN Unsafe 0
then we have proven that all executionsJA

are safe never enter unsafe



Remark 2 Prop 2 is IF Then
not if it is a sufficientcondition
for proving PostregolEI



Can you propose an obvious invariant I

Example from last lecture
if sea ay Cds

v is max O O Ab
else U U

Nz Nz t V2
a a U

Unsafe n Ina

Unsafe I XEIRY I X M Z X Nz

Safe Unsafe x I x.ms x.az

Is safe an inductive invariant

For an arbitrary state x with x.qsx.kz
we cannot show that if Cx x E D the
X is also safe
X does not have enough velocity information
what if X O X.nz X.me



Thus we need to add more

information in X 24C X.kz A X U
we will also have to add
assumptions about ds sensing dist

ab braking fore etc

Notice how tryingto get an absolute proof
is forcing us to discover assumptions
that make the system work

New idea for I bound max time of braking

Ba.IEiyour examplewithsmallmod

X No 22 220 2 0,0 22 0

FYI needs



Candidateinvariant timer 4 stay Iz

Claim Iz is an inductive invariant

Proof

i

Iz is an invariant
in any execution at any step



LEK timer
993,51 19g

LCR timers L

Is this enough to infer safety

No what if ds is too small for this tin
time Vio

Maximum distance traveled after detection
Vio timer I Vio 0g
So if ds V8 ay then I Safe

Final statement If the sensing range ds
To lab

then in any reachable stale sea 724 i.e

there is no collision


